Barry Ritchie, International Pipeline Products t/a
iNPIPE PRODUCTS™, UK, presents a product
intelligence and cost saving solution to pigging.

I

n pipeline transportation, pigging is the practice of using
pipeline inspection gauges, gadgets or devices generally
referred to as pigs or scrapers. These practices include,
but are not limited to, pipeline cleaning, maintenance
and inspection operations without stopping the flow of the
product within the pipeline.
These operations include cleaning and inspecting the
pipeline. This is accomplished by inserting the pig into a ‘pig
launcher’ (or ‘launching station’) – an oversized section in
the pipeline, reducing to the normal diameter. The launching
station is then closed and the pressure-driven flow of the
product in the pipeline is used to push the pig along the
pipe until it reaches the receiving trap – the ‘pig catcher’ (or
‘receiving station’).

Pig refurbishment
The pig refurbishment process receipts pigging tools from
the pipeline operator post-run to conduct a full overhaul
service, comprising of tool cleaning, stripping, inspection,
performance assessment, spares replacement, refurbishment,
testing and recertification. The pigging tools are thereafter
ready to be re-utilised for another cleaning run in operational
condition, and configured to the optimal engineered solution
for pipeline maintenance. The inspection data and reports are

logged within the online management system. Each person
has a personalised log in which improves visibility of the
pigging tool fleet and current condition, whilst also providing
the option to remotely access the data via a mobile phone or
tablet app.
This pig refurbishment service has helped customers
make significant savings on pigging costs, whilst also receiving
the required engineering expertise to optimise their pigging
operations.

Pig performance assessment
Pig performance assessments are based on data gathered
during operational pigging and refurbishment records. An
assessment of the pig condition, run performance and
pipeline data is conducted to ensure the pig design and
bypass configuration selected was successful, and future
designs are the optimal solution for cleaning performance
and flow assurance in current pipeline conditions.

Engineering support services
Pig design studies
In addition to the pig performance assessments discussed
above, iNPIPE PRODUCTS™ frequently carry out pig design

studies to provide suitable designs for long term condition
maintenance or pre-inspection pigging campaigns. For
pipelines which have not been previously pigged, these
studies typically include confirmation of the basis of design,
and a review of all key pipeline parameters and features,
followed by development of concept pig designs for client
review. If required, the study may also include an assessment
of suitable bypass configurations. These may be documented
in a technical report, including a summary of the design
considerations, CAD models of the pigs in key pipeline
features, recommendations for any factory acceptance
testing, and concept test rig designs.
For pipelines which have an existing pig fleet, the design
report will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of

changing the pig designs, and will highlight any recommended
changes to the pig configuration based on the current or
expected pipeline operating parameters.

Pigging strategy documents
iNPIPE PRODUCTS develops pigging strategy documents
for pre-inspection cleaning campaigns, routine maintenance
pigging, and remediation of pipelines where regular pigging
has stopped. Where necessary, these strategies will follow a
progressive approach, including decision trees which can be
used to assist in pig selection. The pigging strategy will also
identify data which should be collected from each pig run
and may include sample data sheets.

Operational pigging procedures
From the pigging strategy document, any required work
scopes and operational procedures can be developed.
For pipelines with permanently installed pigging facilities
which are not frequently used, iNPIPE PRODUCTS will often
recommend that the existing pig trap operating procedure
is reviewed before the pigging campaign begins, to ensure
the trap is fully operable and no changes are required to the
procedures. Where there is a requirement to use temporary
pigging equipment, including pump spreads, additional
chemical injection or water crossed over from platform
process to boost flow rates, iNPIPE PRODUCTS can generate
a revised operational procedure as required, including stepped
procedures for installation, pressure test, flushing and
disconnection of the equipment.

Pipeline intelligence services
Pig fleet management for routine maintenance cleaning
provides a platform for the development of a project specific
pigging programme, such as pre inline inspection (ILI) or
decommissioning. Utilising the experience gained and the
confidence from the pig refurbishment process, a pigging
programme can easily be developed with minimised risk and,
in addition, be validated by the available pipeline intelligence
products.

Pipeline intelligence services
Pipeline calipering
A pipeline pigging-based inspection tool developed primarily
to measure pipeline parameters such as ovality, dents,
features, misalignment and buckling. Mainly utilised for the
pre-commissioning of pipelines, the process is necessary to
ensure that a pipeline can safely transport products when in
operation. This process examines several factors of a pipeline,
including integrity.

Debris mapping

Figure 1. iNPIPE PRODUCTS™ 28 in. Black Powder Cleaning pig
complete with memory wire brush assemblies.
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Using unique sensor and data logging technology, a debris
mapping tool records the location and quantity of debris
in a pipeline to allow a pipeline operator to safely and cost
effectively manage internal cleanliness by optimising pipeline
cleaning. This tool is mainly used for pre-ILI, or periodically as
part of a flow assurance strategy.

Figure 2. Light weight, high-tensile aluminium bodied scrapers designed
for 242 km gas pipeline with black powder debris.

Figure 3. iNPIPE PRODUCTS 36 in. magnetic cup pig with lightweight
aluminium body.

pigs. Based on the clients shared pigging reports, the
previously selected tools (provided by others) had
experienced excessive wear to the 4 to 7 o’clock
position and brushes.
The client was obviously concerned with the level
of wear and therefore limited cleaning efficiency
of the tools. iNPIPE PRODUCTS developed a high
tensile, lightweight tool with a unique disc package
incorporating variable bypass, jetting heads, memory
wire brush heads.
Based on assessment of the disc wear, by the client, it
was confirmed that the tools had travelled in a centralised
plane, with no ‘nose-diving’. Black powder is known to be
highly abrasive and a growing concern for clients globally.
iNPIPE PRODUCTS unique design and manufacturing
capabilities enables the company to develop designs
based on asset specific requirements and clients KPI’s to
improve both asset integrity and product throughput.
Working on a similar brief, iNPIPE PRODUCTS was
approached by one of Europe’s biggest oil and gas
producers, who required assistance with a pigging
programme to systematically remove condensate and
black powder from a 36 in. line.
The purpose of the bespoke design was to control the
amount of condensate and black powder removal at any
one time; too much brought out by the pigging run could
have resulted in receiving problems, and health and safety
handling/disposal issues, for example.
Following the technical review of the client project
requirements, iNPIPE PRODUCTS designed, engineered
and supplied 36 in. magnetic cup pigs with lightweight
aluminium bodies, which ensured progressive and
controlled pigging. Similar pigging issues with differing
client considerations can alter designs and pigging
concepts dramatically.

Pig fleet management key beneficiaries

Camera vision

Customer

Utilised mostly in water filled pipelines, the camera vision
provides video evidence that the caliper and debris mapping
tools assessments are verified in a live system.

))

Cost savings on project management.

))

Information available via internet or mobile app.

Environmental data logger

))

Detailed reports and certification available.

The environmental data logger is designed for installation
within pigs, and registers changes in pressure and temperature
of the pigging medium, overloads and shocks arising from
the movement of the pig through the pipeline, as well as
recording pressure changes across the pig.

Contractor
))

Additional data received to analyse run effectiveness.

))

Streamline pig fleet to reduce customer costs.

Case studies

))

Progressive cleaning programme: FEED,
manufacturing and testing

Optimise pigging tool capabilities against current
pipeline conditions.

Pipeline asset

iNPIPE PRODUCTS was approached to provide a design
and manufacture a solution that removes black powder.
Upon review of the details and discussion with the client,
it was established that they had previously run standard

))

Information available when out of office via internet
or mobile app.

))

Detailed reports and certification available.
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